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Assembly instruction 



Complete assembly 

Right side 
Left side 

 Both sides image 



Separated parts 

Adjustable left  
arm Springs-Contact Support  

Squared driving set bar 
Springs-contact cap 
( x2 ) 

Adjustable right  
arm 

Springs Support  



Name and placement of the parts 
 Rope plate 

Adjustable left arm 

Springs-Contact Support  

Squared driving set bar 

Springs-contact cap 
( x2 ) 

Adjustable right  
arm 

Springs Support  



Instalation step by step 

Right side 

Left side 

Tighten the two 
M10 screws 

STEP 1: Fix one side support (left 
side) 



STEP 2: Pass the bar through the springs-contact cap and 
through the left support 

*If the bar doesn’t pass through the springs-contact 

cap, loosen the M8 fixation screw to allow the free 

movement through it 

M8 fixation screw 



STEP 3: Fix the other side (right side) proceeding exactly on the same way of the left side. 
Pass the bar through the other springs-contact cap and then through the right support 

STEP 4: Place the bar and fix the two springs-contact caps 
with the M8 fixation screws 

Same distance in both sides 

Fix the M8 screws 

Fix the two 
M10 
screws 



STEP 5: Regulate the springs length by the M8 nuts compressing 
the springs to 28mm. After it, regulate the contact placement 

* M8 Nuts to 
regulate the 
compression length 

28 mm 

28 mm 

STEP 6: Prepare the safety gears taking off the pin and 
the washer 

* Right side image 

(do the same in both safety gears)  

M4 screws 



STEP 7: Fix the adjustable arms in the bar and with the roller axis 

3)Fix the two M8 
fixation screws 

1) Place the arm sliding it through the bar 
and locate the short lever passing through 
the axis of the roller 

2) Fix the washer  
and the pin again 

1 

2 

3 

Image of the right side. Repeat the process in both sides  



There is an aditional adjustment mechanism to regulate the levers at the 
neutral position of the roller.  The holes of the lever are bigger (6.2mm)  
than the M6 screws that fix it. Thus, loosening the screws, there’s 
clearance to move the lever up and down, fix the neutral position and 
then screw again the M6 screws. 

M6 SCREWS 

• Additional adjustment of the adjustable arms 



• Optional configurations of the driving set 

The rope plate can be mounted in any of the sides. To change it, 
unscrew the M8 screw and the nuts that fix it to one of the levers 
and screw it again in the other side.  

Right 
side 

Left 
side 

Rope plate 

The spring-contact plate and the spring plate can be  mounted in 
any of the sides. So the contact will be at the right or the left side.  



Very important: Make sure that all plates are aligned, the contact activates in 
both directions and all fixation screws are tight 

Assembly mounted 


